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Here's a post with a random image at the top so you know what that means … My Rockin' Sock
Club package finally arrived and this picture is here to ensure that anyone still waiting to receive
his or her package of yarny goodness is not accidentally spoiled by coming to my blog. The
veggies in the picture are from our garden and formed the major part of our lunch today. Along
with some basil, bell pepper, olive oil, balsamic vinegar, salt, pepper and grated parmesan
cheese these peas and tomatoes becme a very nice salad. We put the leftovers in the fridge
until dinner when Rob added some cut up strawberries (also from the garden). It sounds
strange but they were a very good addition; little zings of sweetness among the veggies.

---

After waiting (im)patiently for the two weeks it generally takes my club shipment to reach me, I
found a parcel from Blue Moon in our mailbox on my way home from work today. As soon as I
was in the house I found a pair of scissors and went into the front room to open it up. The front
room is brightest and best for viewing Tina's wonderful colour combinations. This one did not
disappoint.

I hadn't really been able to figure out the clues Tina gave us this time around but somehow this
skein was totally not what I was expecting. Fortunately for me it is one of those colourways that
just grabs me immediately and I am completely in love. There are so many of my favourite
colours blended into this skein: purples, greens, browns, rusts, even a bit of gold. It is one of
those times I'm not sure I really want to knit it up because I think it might be prettier if I just kept
it as a skein.

This feeling is kind of intensified by my not being quite so enamoured with the patterns. The first
is Blunnie Socks by Stephen Houghton and is a sock that looks like a boot. It's cool but not my
style. The second pattern is Fences by JC Briar. I'm more likely to knit this
pattern. It has an allover slipped stitch fence pattern that is mirrored on the second sock which I
think is cool. I don't care for the look of the slipped stitch heel with the fence pattern so I'd
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probably do something different there and the suggested gauge is 9 sts/in which I could not
achieve without going down to some ridiculously small needles (1.5 mm maybe). I already have
people coming up to me in the coffee shop saying "What tiny needles!" when they see me
working on socks and for some reason it kind of bugs me. Even other knitters say this. What are
they expecting me to knit socks with? Anyway, I'll probably adjust the size I knit to match the
gauge I usually knit at on my 2.0 mm DPNs. I think one of the sizes was for 60 stitches around
which would work out perfectly.
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